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Abstract—A log is a collection of record of the events that occurs within an organization containing systems and networks. Logs are being composed of entries which are of its own syntax; each log entry has information that are related to a specific event which has been occurred inside a system or network. Actually, logs are used basically for problems like troubleshooting, but at present logs serve many functions almost in all organizations, for optimizing performance of the system and network, for recording all the actions of users, and for providing useful data for malicious activity investigation. Logs have been in use for containing information that are related to various forms of events that are occurring in the networks and systems. Inside an organization, there are much logs which do contain records that are related to the security of the system; some common examples of these computer security logs are logs that are related to audit that contains the track of user authentication attempts and logs of security device that record the possible types of attacks.

In this paper, we focus on the challenges for a secure cloud-based log management service and do propose a framework for doing the above.
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INTRODUCTION

There are a number of approaches have been proposed for logging information in computing systems. Among these most of the approaches are based on syslog based environment which is the standard for network based logging protocol. The protocol used by syslog is UDP for transferring log information to the log server. Therefore there is no reliable delivery of log messages. The major disadvantage of syslog is it does not protect log records during transmit or at the point-point transfer. Syslog-ng is the replacement for backward compatible with syslog. Some of the features include supporting IPv6 protocol, capability to transfer log messages with reliability using TCP, and filtering the content of logs using regular expressions. Syslog-ng describes encryption of log record using SSL while transmission such that it protects the data from confidentiality and integrity precluding while in transmit. However, syslog-ng does not protect against log data modifications when it is placed at an endpoint. The next concept is Syslog-sign which is an enhanced form of syslog that adds origin of authentication, message integrity, replay resistance, message sequencing, and detection of missing messages by using two additional messages—“signature blocks” and “certificate blocks.” Unfortunately, if signature blocks are associated with the log records they get deleted after authentication, which tamper the evidence and forward integrity is only partially fulfilled. Syslog-sign also do not provide any confidentiality or privacy during the transmission of data or at the end-end transmission. Another concept of syslog is Syslog-pseudo which is also an enhancement of syslog that proposes a logging architecture for pseudonymizing log files. The main idea behind this is that the log records are first processed by the pseudonymizer before being archived. The
pseudonymizer filters it out identifying the features from the specific fields that are in the log record and substitutes them with the ones that are carefully crafted with pseudonyms. Therefore, strictly speaking, this protocol do not ensure the correctness of the logs i.e., these log records which are stored in the log are not the same as the ones that are being generated. The another problem with this protocol is that when the protocol anonymizes each log record individually it do not protect the log records from the attacks that try to correlate a number of anonymized records. The Anonymous log file anonymizer also performs a similar anonymization for identifying the information therefore by substituting with the default values or by one or more coarse values. However, this problem is with this paper is that if the original values are needed in the investigation, which cannot be restored.

Neither syslog-pseudo nor anonymous log file anonymizer protects the log records from the security attacks i.e., confidentiality and integrity violations and the other end-point attacks. Reliable-syslog aims to implement reliable delivery of syslog messages, which is built on the top of the blocks of extensible exchange protocol (BEEP) that runs over TCP for providing the required reliable delivery service. The Reliable-syslog protocol also allows the device authentication and incorporates its mechanisms to protect the integrity of log messages and to protect the log messages against replay attacks and from the other attacks that affect the log data; however this too do not prevent against confidentiality or privacy preclusions at the end-end transmission or during transmit.

The notion for a forward-integrity log record was proposed by Bellare and Yee for protecting the precompartment of log data from post compromising insertion, deletion, modification, and reordering. Forward integrity is being established by the usage of secret key mechanism that becomes the starting point of a hash-chain. The hash-chain is being generated by a cryptographically strong one-way function where the key is being changed for each and every log record. Schneier and Kelsey proposed a logging scheme for cloud that relays on forward integrity and assures it. This scheme is mainly based upon the forward-secure message authentication codes and one-way hash chaining similar to that suggested by the Bellare-Yee protocol i.e., if the trusted server is being attacked or being compromised, it breaks the security of the logging scheme.

Holt improves the Schneier-Kelsey protocol by merging the public verifiability log records. However, this scheme being a public-key based scheme, the overhead is found to be significantly more. None of these three schemes consider the privacy concerns of storing and retrieving log records. In addition to all, these three schemes suffer equally from truncation attacks where an attacker deletes the contiguous subset of log records from the very end it is being kept..

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The following have been analysed and studied in order to delegate Log Management.

2.1 Guide to Computer Security Log Management

K. Kent and M. Souppaya proposed as: Log management be benefited in an organization in many ways. It helps to ensure that computer security records that are being stored in sufficient detail for an appropriate period of time. Routine log reviews and analysis are beneficial for identifying the following factors: security incidents, policy violations, fraudulent activity, and operational problems which are shortly carried out after they have occurred, and for providing information useful for resolving such problems. Logs can also be useful for performing auditing and forensic analysis, supporting the organization’s internal investigations, establishing baselines, and identifying operational trends and long-term problems. Besides the benefits of log management, a number of laws and regulations further compel organizations to store and review certain logs. Most of the organizations face similar log management-related challenges, which do undergo the same underlying problem: effectively having a balanced and a limited amount of log management resources with an ever-increasing supply of log data.

2.2 The BSD syslog Protocol

D. New and M. Rose stated in their work as: The BSD Syslog Protocol prescribes a number of service related options and also relate to propagating event messages. This memo also describes the two mappings of the syslog protocol to TCP connections, both which are useful for transferring reliable delivery of event messages. This provides a trivial mapping maximizing backward compatibility and also helps in providing a more complete mapping. Both provide a degree of robustness and security in message delivery that is unavailable to the usual UDP-based syslog protocol, by providing encryption and authentication over a connection-oriented protocol.

2.3 Forward Integrity For Secure Audit Logs

M. Bellare and B. S. Yee et al discussed as: Applications include more secure audit logs (e.g., syslogd data) for intrusion detection or accountability, communications security, and authenticating partial results of computation for mobile agents. Computer audit logs contain descriptions of noteworthy events which crashes of system programs, system resource exhaustion, failed login attempts, etc. Many of these events are critical for post-mortem analysis after a break-in. The rst target of an experienced attacker will be the audit log system: the attacker wishes to erase traces of the compromise, to elude detection as well as to keep the method of attack secret so that the security holes exploited will not be detected and by the system administrator. To make the audit log secure, we must prevent the attacker from modifying the audit log data.
2.4 Logcrypt: Forward Security and Public Verification for Secure Audit Logs

J. E. Holt projected as: The popular application Tripwire keeps cryptographic fingerprints of all files on a computer allowing administrators to detect when attackers compromise the system and modify the important system files. But Tripwire is unsuitable for system logs and other files that change often, since the fingerprints create too many files in their entirety. Several people have proposed cryptographic systems which allow each new log entry to be fingerprinted, preventing attackers from removing evidence of their attacks from system logs.

2.5 Secure Audit Logs to Support Computer Forensics

B. Schneier and J. Kelsey concentrated on the following: In many real-world applications, sensitive information are kept in logs which are less on an untrusted machine. When an event occurs as an attacker captures this machine, it is guaranteed that the attacker will gain little or no information from the log less and to limit his ability to corrupt the log files. Here the proposed system describes a computationally cheap method for making all log entries generated prior to the logging machine's component impossible for the attacker to read and also impossible to undetectably modify or destroy. A computer that uses logs of various kinds of network activity needs to have log entries of an attack undetectable and unalterable, even in the event that an attacker takes over the logging machine over the network. An intrusion-detection system that logs the entry and exit of people into a secured area needs to resist attempts to delete or alter logs, even after the machine on which the logging takes place has been taken over by an attacker.

2.6 A New Approach to Secure Logging

D. Ma and G. Tsudik discussed as: The need for secure logging is well-understood by the security professionals, including both researchers and practitioners. The ability to efficiently verify all log entries is more important to any application employing secure logging techniques. In this paper, we begin by examining state-of-the-art in secure logging and identify some problems inherent to systems based on trusted third-party servers. They propose a very different approach to secure logging based upon recently developed Forward-Secure Sequential Aggregate (FssAgg) authentication techniques.

2.7 On the Security of Public Key Protocols

D. Dolev and A. Yao et al proposed as: Recently the use of public key encryption was to provide a secure network communication which has received a considerable attention. Such public key systems are usually effective in providing against the passive eavesdroppers, who usually try to tap the lines and try to decipher the message. It has been pointed out, that an improper designed protocol could be vulnerable to an active behaviour like that, one who may impersonate another user or alter the message being transmitted. Several models have been formulated in which the security of protocols are discussed precisely. Algorithms and characterizations are used in determining protocol security in these models which have been given in. The use of public key encryption was to provide a secure network communication which has received considerable attention.

2.8 Safeguarding cryptographic keys

G. R. Blakley suggested as: Certain cryptographic keys, has as a number of components which makes a possible components to compute the secret decoding exponents in a DES cryptosystem, 1, 5 or the system master key and certain other keys in a DES cryptosystem, 3 are important as they present a dilemma. If too more copies are distributed then one might go astray. If too few copies are made they all might be destroyed. There are two principles for counting incidents.

- The first incident is Boole's law of inclusion and exclusion. Suppose that an organization issues are non-volatile the pieces of information guards and waits with a modest period of time during which incidents can occasionally occur. Let a stand for the number of abnegation incidents, b for the number of betrayal incidents and c for the number of combination incidents. The total number d of incidents is \( d = a + b + c \) because a combination incident gets counted twice, once by a and once by b.

- The second principle is that the incidents are so rare, such that the possibility of two separate incidents occurring with the same non-volatile piece of information is usually dismissed on probabilistic grounds as absurd within the range.

2.9 Proactive secret

A. Herzberg, S. Jarecki, H. Krawczyk, and M. Yung discussed the following: Secret sharing schemes were used to protect the secrets by distributing them over different locations. In particular k out of n threshold schemes, security is assured if the entire life time is secret and therefore its adversary and is restricted to compromise less than k of the n location for long lived and sensitive secret protection is insufficient. Here they propose an efficient proactive secret sharing scheme, where the shares are periodically renewed in such a way that information gained by the adversary in one period of time is useless for attacking the secret after the shares have been renewed.
2.10 Concurrency Control in Distributed Object-Oriented Database Systems

K. Nørvag, O. Sandsta et al concentrated on simulating distributed database systems as a much difficult system, where there are many factors which may influence the results. This paper includes architectural options as well as distribution of workload and data. In this paper they present a DBsim simulator and some simulated results. The DBsim simulator architecture is easily extendible, and it is easy for changing parameters and configuration. The simulated results in this paper is a comparison of both performance and response times for algorithms such as two concurrency control, timestamp ordering and two-phase locking algorithms. The simulations have been running in more number of nodes, network types, data declustering and workloads. The results shown is a mix of small and long transactions, the throughput generated is significantly higher for a system when compared with a timestamp ordering scheduler than for a system with a two-phase locking scheduler. There are only short transactions, and therefore the performance of the two schedulers are almost identical when compared with results. The Long transactions are treated more fairly by a two-phase locking scheduler, because a timestamp ordering scheduler has higher abort rate for long transactions. When Compared to a centralized database schema distributed database system is much more complex in nature. The simulated model used in the centralized simulator is flexible in nature to simulate the most important aspects of a distributed database system.

The architecture of the simulator

This is the model simulator for a distributed page-server based object-oriented database system. This simulator is modular and extendible, and in this paper they have given results from simulations with two different scheduler strategies. In further work for the DBsim simulator can include extensions that could make the simulator more suitable for simulation of algorithms for object-oriented databases. Therefore, much more can be done with both the simulation model and the simulator. This includes adding new schedulers to the system, e.g., other versions of the two-phase locking scheduler, like wound-wait and wait-die. In a real system, replication is used for increased reliability and performance. This could also be integrated into this framework. More information about the data structure is put into the model, facilitating the use of more advanced scheduling algorithms. One particularly interesting scheduler strategy, is multi granularity locking, which is a) easy to implement and b) efficient, and able to give a more considerable improved performance.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The main function of CryptDB’s proxy is to store a secret master key MK, the database schema, and the current encryption layers of all columns. The DBMS server gets to see an anonymized schema (where the table and column names are being replaced by the opaque identifiers), encrypted user data, and some auxiliary tables used by CryptDB. CryptDB also helps the server with CryptDB-specific user-defined functions (UDFs) which enables the server to compute it on cipher texts for certain operations.
The Overall Architecture of a System

Processing a query in CryptDB involves four steps:

1. The application issues a query, which the proxy intercepts and rewrites: it anonymizes each table and column name, and, using the master key MK, encrypts each constant in the query with an encryption scheme best suited for the desired operation.
2. The proxy checks if the DBMS server should be given the keys to adjust the encryption layers before executing the query, and if it is so, issues an UPDATE query at the DBMS server which invokes a UDF for adjusting the encryption layer to the appropriate columns.
3. The proxy helps in forwarding the encrypted query to the DBMS server, where the query is being executed using the standard queries.
4. The DBMS server helps in returning the (encrypted) query result, where the proxy decrypts and returns the decrypted content.

Advantages:
- Dynamically adjusting the encryption level is done by using much of encryption for minimizing the information that are revealed to the untrusted DBMS server.
- Highly secure encryption schemes.
- Reduce the communication overhead that happens between a log monitor and the logging cloud which is needed to answer queries on logs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Here we propose a homomorphic encryption schemes for encrypting log records. In that case the logging cloud can execute some queries on the encrypted logs without excluding confidentiality or privacy. A system that provides a practical and strong level of confidentiality in the facing two significant threats which confronts database-backed applications: curious DBAs and arbitrary compromises of the application server and the DBMS. CryptDB meets its aims using three ideas: running queries efficiently over encrypted data by using a novel encryption strategy, dynamically helps in adjusting the encryption level by using more number of encryption schemes to minimize the information that are being revealed to the untrusted DBMS server, and by chaining the encryption keys to user passwords in such a way that it allows only authorized users to gain access to the encrypted data.

The current implementation of the logging client is built by loosely coupling it with the operating system. In the future, we plan to refine the log client implementation as tightly integrated with the OS such that it replaces the current logging process.
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